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Leading Conversations
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February 25th 2011: Leadership Edge: The Power of
Presence
Cheryl Esposito welcomes Deirdre Hade, a visionary leader in
t h e ancient arts of the wisdom traditions. She founded
Radiance Healing and the Sir Edward and Lady Annalee
Porter Center for Radiance, a center dedicated to bringing
together world leaders in political visionary thought…to
dialogue and create new solutions to heal our world by
incorporating peaceful strategy, implementing visionary ideas
and leading concepts to heal and transform our world. Deirdre
teaches leaders around the world that presence matters and
c a n b e t h e difference between success and failure; that
leaders requi
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Featured Guest
Deirdre Hade
brDeirdre Hade began to see energy at a very early age, but she never understood why
until her mother, poet Katherine Blumer Hade, was diagnosed with advanced breast
cancer when Deirdre was sixteen. Together, the two women began developing a
method of energy work they coined Radiance Healing, which led her mother to live
thirteen years longer than expected. Since then, Deirdres work has expanded into the
development of a system of spiritual awakening and healing based on her depth of
experience in the Kabbalahs Tree of Life. Her lifes work, now renamed The Radiance
Journey, is an inner energy practice of ancient wisdom traditions, meditation, and
mindfulness on the qualities of divine light
Read more
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